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Introduction 

This document describes the Custard Pi 7 and shows the user how to get the best out of the product. The features of the 

Custard Pi 7 board are shown on the image below. 

 

 

  



CE Compliance and Safety Information 

* This product connects to the Raspberry Pi GPIO and allows users to control their products or projects. It requires 

either the 5V and 3.3V supplies from the Raspberry Pi or an external 5V supply for operation. For this reason it is outside 

the scope of the LVD Directive. 

* The connection of incompatible devices to this product may cause damage and invalidate the warranty. 

* All devices connected to this product must comply with all relevant standards to ensure that safety and 

performance is not compromised. 

* This product complies with the Class B limit for Electromagnetic Radiation when used with the Raspberry Pi. 

* This product provides reasonable protection against harmful interference in a residential installation. However 

there could be deterioration in performance in the presence of strong RF fields. For this reason, this product should not 

be used in any safety critical applications. Any wires connected to this product should be less than 2 metres in length. 

Avoid handling the PCB while it is powered. Only handle by the edges to avoid the risk of ESD damage. 

* If this product is being incorporated in a commercial product which uses either all CE marked products or some 

CE marked and some non CE marked product, it is the responsibility of the system integrator to assess the end product 

for compliance with the relevant EU Directives. 

* This product complies with the requirements of the RoHS regulations. 

Connecting up 
 

One 26 way ribbon cable is supplied with each Custard Pi 7. The image below shows how this is connected up to the 

Raspberry Pi. As soon as this is connected, if the jumper on J14 is on the left hand side (connecting 5VPi and 5V) then 

the all three LEDs will come on. The ribbon cable is supplied with an adaptor and is compatible with Model A, B, A+, 

B+, 2 and Zero. 

 

 

 
 

There are two connectors provided on the Custard Pi 7. One is for connection to the Raspberry Pi GPIO and the other is 

for “daisy chaining” out to either a second Custard Pi 7 PCB assembly, a Custard Pi 3 (8 input analogue card) or some 

other suitable accessory.  

Circuit Description 

Power supply circuits 

The majority of the circuits on the Custard Pi 7 board is powered from the 3.3V supplied from the Raspberry Pi GPIO. 

This 3.3V is also available on J5 - this output is protected by a 100mA fuse.  

The 5V is used by the 2 relays and the LCD drive circuits. This 5V can be supplied by the GPIO port of the Raspberry Pi or 

by using an external 5V PSU. The user can decide which one to use by making a selection using the jumper on J14. The 

5V is also available on connector J5 and is protected by a 100mA fuse. 



If a 5V PSU is not used, then please connect the jumper (to the left 2 pins) so that it links the 5VPi and 5V pins together. 

This uses the 5VPi for the whole board. 

If a 5V PSU is being used then the jumper has to be parked on the right hand side. 

Red LD11 comes ON when the Raspberry Pi 5V is available. 

Red LD1 comes ON when the Custard Pi 7 5V is available. 

Green LD10 comes on when the Raspberry Pi 3.3V is available. 

 

U2 - MCP23008 chip providing 6 outputs and 2 inputs 

The MCP23008 chip is used to provide 8 ports using the I2C interface and is powered from the 3.3V rail from the GPIO 

bus. The benefit of using the I2C bus for this is that other than the SDA and SCL pins, the other pins on the GPIO are 

available to the user when the Custard Pi 7 is in use. 

 

The three address pins are pulled high, as R5, R6 & R9 are not fitted setting the I2C address of this device (U2) to 27. 

This IC (U2) drives 2 relays and 4 open collector outputs using driver IC ULN2801. It also reads the status of the 2 

Keypads built on the board. 

Relay Driver 

The output from the MCP23008 is not powerful enough to drive the relays directly. A ULN2801 is used as a relay driver. 

This has open collector Darlington outputs that can sink up to 500mA. 

 



Relay outputs 

The 2 relays are 6V ones and supplied at 5V either from the Raspberry Pi or an external PSU as outlined before. There 

are also 2 LEDs that come on when the relays are activated. The 2 connectors, J6 and J7 provide screw terminal access 

to the contacts of the relays. 

 

Open Collector outputs 

The 4 open collector outputs can be used to switch 500mA each. So for example they can be used to switch relays as 

well. Their operation is indicated by red LED on each line. 

 

Keypad inputs 

There are 2 keys built onto the Custard Pi 7 board. The operation of these can be read by U2 (MCP23008) and confirmed 

by the LEDs. These inputs are also brought out to screw terminal J9. 

 

 

U3 - MCP23008 providing 8 general purpose I/O 



This second I2C chip provides 8 general purpose I/O ports that are available on screw terminal J10. Resistors R24 and 

R25 are not fitted while R26 is a 0 ohm link thus setting the I2C address to 26. The 8 pins can be set as all outputs, all 

inputs or a mixture. 

 

Analogue I/O 

The chip PCF 8591 provides 4 analogue inputs and 1 analogue output. This also is an I2C bus driven device. The I2C 

address is set to 4f by R35 and R36 pulling pins 6 and 7 high. Pin 8 is not an I2C address pin and has to be pulled low 

through R40. R37 must not be fitted. Instead fit a 10k resistor between pins 5 and pins 16 of U5 to pull the 3rd I2C 

address pin high. (This is due to a mistake on the PCB layout where pins 5 and 8 were mixed up). 

 

The PCF8591 provides 4 analogue inputs and 1 analogue output. 

Please note that the layout is for an axial zener, whereas we fit a LT1009 2.5V reference device which comes in a TO92 

case. This needs forming before fitting. With the flat side facing you, clip out the left hand side pin. Fit the central pin to 

the black line of ZD2 and the right hand side pin to the other(0V) side. 

LCD drive circuit 

A third MCP23008 device is fitted to drive an LCD. 4 of the pins are for the data and 3 are used for controlling the flow of 

data to the LCD. R31 and R33 are not fitted while R32 is a 0 ohm link - setting the I2C address to 25. Resistors R42 and 

R44 set the LCD contrast and the connections to pin 15 & 16 of the LCD is for the backlight. 



  

 

  



Parts List 

Description Circuit reference Supplier Part 

number 

Quantity 

PCB Custard Pi 7 SF Inn.   1 

ULN2801 - 18 pin DIL IC U1 Farnell 1094426 1 

MCP23008 - 18 pin DIL 

IC 

U2,U3,U4 Farnell 1439387 

3 

PCF8591 - 16pin DIL IC U5 Farnell 396412 1 

          

Ribbon cable 2 x 26 way 

cable sockets J1, J3 Rapid 19-0315 2 

2-way, 5mm screw 

terminal block 

J2, J5, J9, J13 Rapid 21-0461 

4 

3-way, 5mm screw 

terminal block 

J4, J6, J7 Rapid 21-0463 

3 

4-way, 5mm screw 

terminal block J8, J12 Rapid 21-0465 2 

8-way, 5mm screw 

terminal block (2 x 

4way) J10 Rapid  21-0465 2 

16-way PCB header, 

2.5mm pitch J11 (36 way supplied) Rapid 50-8083 1 

3-way PCB header, 

2,5mm pitch J14 (36 way supplied) Rapid 50-8083 1 

          

10k resistor 

R1,2,3,4,17,19,20,21,22,23,27,28,29,30,35,36,44, Rapid 

62-0394 

17 

1k resistor 

R7,8,10,,11,12,13,14,15,16,18,34,41,42, Rapid 

62-0370 

13 

220R resistor R43 Rapid 62-0354 1 

Not fitted R5,6,9,24,25,31,37,33,38,39,   n/a 12 

0 ohm link R26, 40, 32   n/a 3 

10k resistor mod pins 5 

to 16 of U5   Rapid 62-0394 1 

          

5.6V 1.3W Zener ZD1 Rapid 47-3058 1 

2.5V reference (needs 

forming) ZD2 Rapid 82-4015 1 

1N4004 Diode D4, D5 Rapid  47-0812 8 

1N4148 Diode D1 Rapid 47-3416 1 

9 x 3mm red LEDs LD2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11 Rapid 55-0816 10 

9 x 3mm green LEDs LD1 Rapid 55-0824 1 

          

0.1 Amp multifuse F1,F2 Rapid 26-4600 2 

10 uF electrolytic cap. C1,2,5 Rapid 11-1512 1 

100 nF capacitor C3,4,6,7 Rapid 08-0270 4 

          

8 x 6V 10A relays  RL1, RL2 Rapid 60-1486 2 

Keypad KP1, KP2 Rapid 78-0623 2 

 

  



Schematic 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

  



Setting up the I2C Bus 

By default, the I2C bus routines are turned off in the operating system. The following steps need to be followed to 

enable these. 

Step 1 

At the command prompt type: 

sudo nano /etc/modules   

This uses the nano editor to make some changes to the modules file. Add the following two lines to this file 

i2c-bcm2708  

i2c-dev 

Then save and exit the file using CTRL-x and Y. 

Step 2 

Make sure that you have the I2C utilities installed by executing the following two commands. The Pi will need to be 

connected to the Internet for this. 

sudo apt-get install python-smbus  

sudo apt-get install i2c-tools 

If you get a 404 error do an update first: 

sudo apt-get update 

Note : The installation could take a few minutes to do, depend on how busy the server is. 

Now add a new user to the i2c group: 

sudo adduser pi i2c 

Step 3 

On the Raspberry Pi, the I2C and the SPI buses are usually disabled. This is done in the /etc/modprobe.d/raspi-

blacklist.conf file.  

If this file is not present then there is nothing to be done. Otherwise edit the file by typing the following at the 

command prompt. 

sudo nano /etc/modprobe.d/raspi-blacklist.conf  

If the I2C and the SPI is blacklisted, you will see the following commands. 

blacklist spi-bcm2708 

blacklist i2c-bcm2708 

Insert a # in front of these to comment them out. Then save and exit the file using CTRL-x and Y. After editing the file, 

you will need to reboot for the changes to take effect.  

Step 4 

Now we need to test if the I2C bus is working correctly. Connect up the Custard Pi 6 board (or any other I2C bus device) 

and run the following command. 

sudo i2cdetect -y 1   (for Rev 2 boards which uses port 1) 



Or 

sudo i2cdetect -y 0 (for Rev 1 boards which uses port 0)

If everything is OK, then the I2C address of the device will be shown as on the following slide.

with address 40 and 70 in hexadecimal code. 

interface), 26 (8 digitial I/O), 27 (Relay, Open Collector output and switches)

Now that we have set up the I2C serial bus routines, we are ready to test out the Custard Pi 7 board

Testing Relays, Open Collector Outputs and 

First of all we need a driver routine that will help us to program the Custard Pi 7 quickly. The listing for this (cpi7x.py) 

given below. This is similar to the Custard Pi 6 routines that we discussed in the previous chapter except for three 

differences. 

1.  Instead of 8 relays, we have 2 relays and 4 open collector outputs being switched ON and OFF.

2. As two of the pins are used as inputs, we have an additional ‘readbit’ command to read the status of the 2 

keypad inputs. 

3. Instead of setting all the pins as outputs, the ‘setinandout’ command sets 2 of the pins as inputs and the other 6 

as outputs. 

#1/usr/bin/env python 

import time 

import smbus 

 

#********************************************

# Custard Pi 7 resources v1.0 5th Dec 2013

 

#I2C addresses 

#Set suitable address on Custard Pi 7

 

add0= 0x20 

add1= 0x21 

add2= 0x22 

add3= 0x23 

add4= 0x24 

add5= 0x25 

add6= 0x26 

add7= 0x27 

 

bus=smbus.SMBus(1) 

 

ds which uses port 0) 

If everything is OK, then the I2C address of the device will be shown as on the following slide.

with address 40 and 70 in hexadecimal code. When connected to the Custard Pi 7, the addresses shown will be 25

(Relay, Open Collector output and switches) and 4f (analogue I/O)

s routines, we are ready to test out the Custard Pi 7 board

ollector Outputs and Switches  

First of all we need a driver routine that will help us to program the Custard Pi 7 quickly. The listing for this (cpi7x.py) 

given below. This is similar to the Custard Pi 6 routines that we discussed in the previous chapter except for three 

Instead of 8 relays, we have 2 relays and 4 open collector outputs being switched ON and OFF.

As two of the pins are used as inputs, we have an additional ‘readbit’ command to read the status of the 2 

all the pins as outputs, the ‘setinandout’ command sets 2 of the pins as inputs and the other 6 

#******************************************** 

# Custard Pi 7 resources v1.0 5th Dec 2013 

#Set suitable address on Custard Pi 7 

If everything is OK, then the I2C address of the device will be shown as on the following slide. This shows two devices 

When connected to the Custard Pi 7, the addresses shown will be 25 (LCD 

(analogue I/O). 

 

s routines, we are ready to test out the Custard Pi 7 board. 

First of all we need a driver routine that will help us to program the Custard Pi 7 quickly. The listing for this (cpi7x.py) is 

given below. This is similar to the Custard Pi 6 routines that we discussed in the previous chapter except for three 

Instead of 8 relays, we have 2 relays and 4 open collector outputs being switched ON and OFF. 

As two of the pins are used as inputs, we have an additional ‘readbit’ command to read the status of the 2 

all the pins as outputs, the ‘setinandout’ command sets 2 of the pins as inputs and the other 6 



#set IODIR register  

iodir= 0x00 

#set bit 0 and bit 1 as inputs, the others as outputs 

inout= 0x03 

#set GPIO register 

gpio= 0x09 

#set output latch 

olat=0x0A 

 

#set output ON 

ONoc4= 0x04 

ONoc3= 0x08 

ONoc2= 0x10 

ONoc1= 0x20 

ONrl2= 0x40 

ONrl1= 0x80 

 

#set output OFF 

OFFoc4= 0xFB 

OFFoc3= 0xF7 

OFFoc2= 0xEF 

OFFoc1= 0xDF 

OFFrl2= 0xBF 

OFFrl1= 0x7F 

 

def setbit(address, byte): 

    #sets selected port pin 

    outstatus = bus.read_byte_data(address, olat) | byte 

    bus.write_byte_data(address, gpio, outstatus) 

 

def clrbit(address, byte): 

    #clears selected port pin 

    outstatus = bus.read_byte_data(address, olat) & byte 

    bus.write_byte_data (address, gpio, outstatus) 

 

def readbit(address, bit): 

    #read status of bit 0 or 1 

    bitvalue = bus.read_byte_data(address, gpio) & bit 

    return bitvalue 

 

def setinandout(address):             

    #set bit 0 and bit 1 as inputs, the others as outputs 

    bus.write_byte_data(address, iodir, inout) 

 

def alloff(address): 

    #clear all relays 

    bus.write_byte_data (address, gpio, 0x03) 

 

#****************************************** 

 

The test program below imports the routine above ‘cpi7x’ so that the commands described above can be used in the 

program. It sets the I2C address and initialises the card for 2 inputs and 6 outputs. Then it sits in a continuous loop 

switching the 4 Open collector outputs and the 2 Relay outputs ON and off with a 0.5 second in between. 

 

Additionally, within each loop, the program checks the status of the keypad inputs and prints ‘kp1 pressed’ or ‘kp2 

pressed’ if either of these are operated.  

 

#1/usr/bin/env python 

 

import time 

import cpi7x 

 

#start program 

 

board1=cpi7x.add7 

 

cpi7x.setinandout(board1) 



 

cpi7x.alloff(board1) 

 

while True: 

    cpi7x.setbit(board1, cpi7x.ONoc1) 

    time.sleep (0.2) 

    cpi7x.setbit(board1, cpi7x.ONoc2) 

    time.sleep (0.2) 

    cpi7x.setbit(board1, cpi7x.ONoc3) 

    time.sleep (0.2) 

    cpi7x.setbit(board1, cpi7x.ONoc4) 

    time.sleep (0.2) 

    cpi7x.setbit(board1, cpi7x.ONrl2) 

    time.sleep (0.2) 

    cpi7x.setbit(board1, cpi7x.ONrl1) 

     

    time.sleep (0.5) 

 

    cpi7x.clrbit(board1, cpi7x.OFFoc1) 

    cpi7x.clrbit(board1, cpi7x.OFFoc2) 

    cpi7x.clrbit(board1, cpi7x.OFFoc3) 

    cpi7x.clrbit(board1, cpi7x.OFFoc4) 

    cpi7x.clrbit(board1, cpi7x.OFFrl2) 

    cpi7x.clrbit(board1, cpi7x.OFFrl1) 

 

    time.sleep (0.5) 

 

    kp2 = (cpi7x.readbit (board1, 0x01)) 

    kp1 = (cpi7x.readbit (board1, 0x02)) 

 

    if kp1 == 0: 

        print "kp1 pressed" 

    if kp2 == 0: 

        print "kp2 pressed" 

     

import sys 

sys.exit() 

 

Testing the General Purpose 8 Digital I/O 

Any of these 8 bits can be set as inputs or outputs. In this section, we set 4 as outputs and 4 as inputs in order to show 

how to program them. 

 

The driver routine for this (cpi7y.py) is similar to the other ones we have looked at already and is listed below. The 

exceptions are 

 

1.   The ‘ONbit’ and ‘OFFbit’ commands refer to the 4 bits that are used as outputs. 

 

2. The ‘setinandout’ command sets the 4 least significant bits as inputs and the 4 most significant bits as 

outputs.  

 

#1/usr/bin/env python 

import time 

import smbus 

 

#******************************************** 

# Custard Pi 7 resources v1.0 5th Dec 2013 

 

#I2C addresses 

#Set suitable address on Custard Pi 7 

 

add0= 0x20 

add1= 0x21 

add2= 0x22 

add3= 0x23 

add4= 0x24 



add5= 0x25 

add6= 0x26 

add7= 0x27 

 

bus=smbus.SMBus(1) 

 

#set IODIR register  

iodir= 0x00 

#set bit 0 to 3 as inputs,bits 4 to 7 as outputs 

inout= 0x0F 

#set GPIO register 

gpio= 0x09 

#set output latch 

olat=0x0A 

 

#set output HIGH 

ONbit4= 0x10 

ONbit5= 0x20 

ONbit6= 0x40 

ONbit7= 0x80 

 

#set output LOW 

OFFbit4= 0xEF 

OFFbit5= 0xDF 

OFFbit6= 0xBF 

OFFbit7= 0x7F 

 

def setbit(address, byte): 

    #sets selected port pin 

    outstatus = bus.read_byte_data(address, olat) | byte 

    bus.write_byte_data(address, gpio, outstatus) 

 

def clrbit(address, byte): 

    #clears selected port pin 

    outstatus = bus.read_byte_data(address, olat) & byte 

    bus.write_byte_data (address, gpio, outstatus) 

 

def readbit(address, bit): 

    #read status of bit 0 to 3 

    bitvalue = bus.read_byte_data(address, gpio) & bit 

    return bitvalue 

 

def setinandout(address):             

    #set inputs & outputs 

    bus.write_byte_data(address, iodir, inout) 

 

def setpullups(address):             

    #set inputs & outputs 

    bus.write_byte_data(address, 0x06, 0xFF) 

 

def alloff(address): 

    #clear all outputs low 

    bus.write_byte_data (address, gpio, 0x00) 

 

#****************************************** 

 

The test program imports ‘cpi7y’ in order to use the commands in that function. It then sits in an endless loop while 

switching the 4 outputs high and low and checking the status of the 4 inputs and printing the results on the screen. 

 

#1/usr/bin/env python 

 

import time 

import cpi7y 

 

#start program 

 

board1=cpi7y.add6 

 



 

cpi7y.setinandout(board1) 

 

cpi7y.setpullups(board1) 

 

cpi7y.alloff(board1) 

 

while True: 

    cpi7y.setbit(board1, cpi7y.ONbit4) 

    time.sleep (0.2) 

    cpi7y.setbit(board1, cpi7y.ONbit5) 

    time.sleep (0.2) 

    cpi7y.setbit(board1, cpi7y.ONbit6) 

    time.sleep (0.2) 

    cpi7y.setbit(board1, cpi7y.ONbit7) 

   

    time.sleep (0.5) 

 

    cpi7y.clrbit(board1, cpi7y.OFFbit4) 

    cpi7y.clrbit(board1, cpi7y.OFFbit5) 

    cpi7y.clrbit(board1, cpi7y.OFFbit6) 

    cpi7y.clrbit(board1, cpi7y.OFFbit7) 

 

    time.sleep (0.5) 

 

    bit0 = (cpi7y.readbit (board1, 0x01)) 

    bit1 = (cpi7y.readbit (board1, 0x02)) 

    bit2 = (cpi7y.readbit (board1, 0x04)) 

    bit3 = (cpi7y.readbit (board1, 0x08)) 

 

    if bit0 == 0: 

        print "bit0 low" 

    else: 

        print "bit0 high" 

 

    if bit1 == 0: 

        print "bit1 low" 

    else: 

        print "bit1 high" 

     

    if bit2 == 0: 

        print "bit2 low" 

    else: 

        print "bit2 high" 

 

    if bit3 == 0: 

        print "bit3 low" 

    else: 

        print "bit3 high" 

 

    print "***************************" 

 

import sys 

sys.exit() 

 

Testing the LCD interface 

First of all we need to prepare an LCD with a suitable connector. The connections provided on the Custard Pi 7 for the 

LCD is shown below. 



 

The connections on a 2 line LCD display (using a Hitachi HD44780 controller) are shown below. From this one can see 

that a 16 way connector can be used to connect the two together very easily.  

 

 

Once the LCD has been plugged, we are ready to have a look at the driver routine required (cpi7lcd.py) to write to the 

LCD. 

#1/usr/bin/env python 

import smbus 

from time import sleep 

 

port = 1 

bus = smbus.SMBus(port) 

 

def write(byte): 

  bus.write_byte_data(addr, 0x09, byte) 

 

def read(): 

  return bus.read_byte_data(addr, 0x0A) 

 

def read_nbytes_data(data, n): # For sequential reads > 1 byte 

  return bus.read_i2c_block_data(addr, data, n) 

 

def lcdinit(address): 

  global addr   

  addr=address 

  #set IODIR register 

  iodir= 0x00    

  #set GPIO register 

  gpio= 0x09 

  #set all 8 bits as outputs 

  bus.write_byte_data(addr, iodir, 0x00) 

 

  delay=0.0005 

 



  write(0x30) 

  lcd_strobe() 

  sleep(delay) 

  lcd_strobe() 

  sleep(delay) 

  lcd_strobe() 

  sleep(delay) 

  write(0x20) 

  lcd_strobe() 

  sleep(delay) 

 

  lcd_write(0x28) 

  lcd_write(0x08) 

  lcd_write(0x01) 

  lcd_write(0x06) 

  lcd_write(0x0C) 

  lcd_write(0x0F) 

 

# clocks EN to latch command 

 

def lcd_strobe():   

   write((read() | 0x04)) 

   write((read() & 0xFB)) 

 

# write a command to lcd 

def lcd_write(cmd): 

   write((cmd >>4) <<4) 

   lcd_strobe() 

   write((cmd & 0x0F)<<4) 

   lcd_strobe() 

   write(0x0) 

 

# write a character to lcd (or character rom) 

def lcd_write_char(charvalue): 

   write((0x01 | (charvalue >>4)<<4)) 

   lcd_strobe() 

   write((0x01 | (charvalue & 0x0F)<<4)) 

   lcd_strobe() 

   write(0x0) 

 

# put char function 

def lcd_putc(char): 

    lcd_write_char(ord(char)) 

 

# put string function 

def lcd_puts(string, line): 

  if line == 1: 

   lcd_write(0x80) 

  if line == 2: 

   lcd_write(0xC0) 

  if line == 3: 

   lcd_write(0x94) 

  if line == 4: 

   lcd_write(0xD4) 

 

  for char in string: 

   lcd_putc(char) 

 

# clear lcd and set to home 

def lcd_clear(): 

  lcd_write(0x01) 

  lcd_write(0x02) 

 

Once the driver routine has been loaded onto the SD card one can run the test program to write characters to the LCD. 

This imports the function ‘cpi7lcd’ and then sets the I2C address to ‘0x25’ before writing to both lines of the display. 

#1/usr/bin/env python 



 

import time 

import cpi7lcd 

 

#start program 

 

lcd = cpi7lcd 

 

lcd.lcdinit(0x25) 

 

while True: 

    lcd.lcd_clear 

    time.sleep (0.5) 

    lcd.lcd_puts("LCD line 1 test",1)  #display text on line 1 

    time.sleep (0.5) 

    lcd.lcd_clear 

    lcd.lcd_puts("LCD line 2 test",2)  #display text on line 1 

    time.sleep (0.5) 

    lcd.lcdinit(0x25) 

 

import sys 

sys.exit() 

 

Testing the Analogue inputs and outputs 

It is fairly easy to communicate with the PCF8591 IC which handles the 4 analogue inputs and single analogue output so 

there is no separate function for this. The program below has 2 functions.  

 

‘readanalog’ reads in turn from each of the analogue input channels. The function ‘writeanalog’ sends an 8 digit value to 

the analogue output channel. 

 

The program sets the I2C address to ‘0x4F’ and defines the 4 channels. However it uses the auto-increment feature to 

read from each channel in turn. It presents a value from 0 up to 255 to the analogue output channel. When the program 

is running, simply connect a test lead from the analogue output to each of the analogue inputs in turn to check that the 

correct value is being measured and printed to the screen. 

 

 Note: The value received back might be a digit out due to measurement tolerances. 
 

#1/usr/bin/env python 

import time 

import smbus 

 

#******************************************** 

# Custard Pi 7 8591 25th Oct 2013 

 

#I2C addresses 

 

add= 0x4F 

bus=smbus.SMBus(1) 

 

#DtoA channel select 

ch0= 0x00 

ch1= 0x01 

ch2= 0x02 

ch3= 0x03 

 

def readanalog(add): 

#   bus.write_byte_data(add,ch,0x00) 

    analog=bus.read_byte(add) 

    return analog 

     

def writedtoa(add,value): 

    bus.write_byte_data (add, 0x44, value) 

 

#****************************************** 

while True: 



    value=0x00 

    for x in range (0,255): 

        writedtoa(add,value) 

        print value 

        time.sleep(0.5) 

        value=value+1 

 

        an0 = readanalog(add) 

 

        an0 = readanalog(add) 

        print "ch0=", (an0) 

 

        an1 = readanalog(add) 

        print "ch1=", (an1) 

 

        an2 = readanalog(add) 

        print "ch2=", (an2) 

 

        an3 = readanalog(add) 

        print "ch3=", (an3) 

         

        print "*****" 

 

        time.sleep(0.5) 

 

End of document 


